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For a fixed pair of integers r, s > 2, all positive integers m and n are de- 
termined which have the property that if the edges of K,,, (a complete bipartite 
graph with parts n and m) are colored with two colors, then there will always 
exist a path with r vertices in the first color or a path with s vertices in the second 
color. 
Recently, Ramsey numbers have been investigated for various pairs of 
twvl= (G,, GJ ( see [l-9, 1 l-131). Very little has been done for more 
general Ramsey numbers, those involving multicolorings of the complete 
graph. To solve what should be the simplest of the multicolorings, namely, 
finding the Ramsey number for paths under three colorings, a special 
problem arises. This problem involves finding the “‘smallest” complete 
bipartite graph which when two colored contains a path of length i in the 
first color or of length j in the second color. The solution of this problem 
is the content of this paper. Of course, this suggests a whole area of 
Ramsey-type problems involved in two coloring special graphs other than 
the complete ones. 
The “smallest” two colored complete bipartite graph for a pair of paths 
will be determined by what is called the Ramsey bipartite number pair 
in the sequel. Notation will be in terms of a graph and its complement 
(relative to a complete bipartite graph) rather than in terms of two 
colorings. 
All graphs will as usual be undirected, finite, and have no loops or 
multiple edges. K, will denote the complete graph on r vertices and KF,, 
the complete bipartite graph with parts containing T and s vertices, 
respectively. If G is a graph, Y will denote its vertex set and E its edge set. 
Notation not specifically stated will follow that in [lo]. 
A graph G is an (n, m) graph if it is a subgraph of Km,, and is of order 
IZ $ m. Thus if G is an (M, m) graph, there exist disjoint sets r\T, M of F* 
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(called the parts of G) with / N I = YI and [ M 1 = m. If we wish to discuss 
the parts of G we will denote G by GN,M . In this paper all graphs G, unless 
otherwise indicated, will be (rz, m) graphs, and G will denote the com- 
plement of G relative to Kn,m . In keeping with this definition, if G = K,,, , 
then G will denote the graph with the same vertex set as G having no edges. 
For A _C V and u E V, let A, = {a E A j (a, U) E E) and dA(u) = 1 A, I. 
If A = V, A may be deleted and ~JEI) may be written as d(u) or &(u). 
A bar will be placed over a symbol when in the graph G instead of G, 
for example, E is the edge set of G. A path Pi with 1 vertices (x1 , x2 ,..., xl} 
will be denoted by (x1, xZ ,..., x1) while a cycle CI with the same set of 
vertices will be written (x1 , xe ,..., xI , x1), the indices taken modulo 1. 
Let G1 and G, be usual graphs (subgraphs of some K, , not necessarily 
of some K,,, , as described above). Let the ordered pair of positive integers 
(n, m), n 3 m, be such that each (r, s) graph G, r >, s, contains a subgraph 
G, or its complement G contains a Gz if and only if r > n and s > m. 
Such a pair (n, m), if it exists, will be called the Ramsey bipartite number 
pair for the ordered pair of graphs (G1, G,) and will be denoted by 
B(G, , G,) = (n, m). Surely, when it exists, B(G, , G,) = B(G, , G1). In 
this paper we determine B(P, , PJ for all i, j E Zf. 
An (n, m) graph G = GN,M will be said to separate if there exist disjoint 
nonempty sets A, B, C, D and graphs G’, G” such that GN,M = 
G AUC,BVD = Gj4,B u G&. The graphs G>,= and CL,, will be called 
components (not necessarily connected) of the separated graph. 
If in addition GLPB E Ki,j, and Gg,D s K,,, , G = GN,M will be said 
to split into the pair (K,,$ , K&. When G splits, we allow some of i, j, k, I 
to be zero, e.g., if k = 0 then G is an (i + Z, j + k) graph with & as 
a subgraph, and if k = I = 0 then G is a complete bipartite graph. If the 
pair into which G splits is not important, we will simply say that the graph 
G splits. Also observe that G splitting into the pair (Ki,i, Kz,J is identical 
to G splitting into the pair (Ki,, , K,,J, so that G splits if and only if G s$ts. 
The main result of this paper is 
THEOREM. For n, m E Zf, 
(i) B(P,,,P,,)=(n+m-l,n+m-l), 
(ii) W2n+1 , Pzm) = (n + m, n + m - 1) for n>m--I, 
(iii) B(P,,+,,P,,)=(n+m-l,n+m-1) forn <m- 1, 
(iv) W2n+l , Pzm+d = (a + m, n + m - 1) for nfm, 
69 B(Pm+1z P,,+J = (2n + 1, 2n - 1). 
The proof of this result will be broken into several lemmas and 
theorems. 
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LEMMA 1. Let G = GN,IM , y1 E iV, P = (xl , x2 ?...: xj), j 3 2, a pat 
in G\( yJ, and Q = (y, , y2 ,..., yJ, 2 < k d 4, a path in G\P. 
Ifj is even and x1 E M, then at least one of the following occurs. 
(1) G separates, with { y1 , ye} and P in d@erent components; 
(2) G contains a Pj+L--l ; 
(3) 444 < UY,). 
Ifj is odd, then 
(1) x1 E M implies G contains a Pj,lc OY d,(x,) < a,( ylj; 
(2) x, E N implies G contains a Pj+lc--l or dp(xJ < dpp(yl)= 
ProoJ: Let j be even, x1 E M, with neither G separating, as indicated 
in (l), nor G containing a Pj+,+l . We first show that ( yn , x+&, (xl , xj> E E. 
NOW (yI , xj-J E B, otherwise (yk , yrcV1 ,..., yI , .x~-~ ) xi-, ,‘~., x1) is a 
Pj+k--l in G. Also if (x1 , xj) E E, then, since G does not separate with 
( y1 , yz> and P in different components, there exists a path from a point of 
Q to a point of the cycle (x1 , x2 ,..., xj , xl). From this path, points of 
and points of the cycIe, we get a P, , q > j + k - 1 (recall that 2 < k < 4), 
a contradiction. Hence (y, , xj.J, (x1 , xi) E E. Also if (x1 , x1) E ET then 
(yl, xl-d E E, 2 < 1 d j - 1; otherwise (yk, ykml ,.-) yl , xzel , xzuz ,..., x1, 
x1 3 X&l >~A’. XJ is a Pj+& in G. Thus dp(x,) < &( ylj. But (yp , xj& 
(x1 9 xj) E E, so that this inequality is strict, i.e., dp(xl) < &( yl). 
Next let j be odd with x1 E M, and assume G contains no Bj+g . Thus 
(yl , x1), (y, , xJ E E, otherwise Q u P with edge (y, ) x,) or (yl ~ x,) 
form a I’,,, in G. Also if (x1 , XJ E E, then ( y1 , X& E & 2 < i < j - 1. 
Thus just as before, dp{xl) d &(yJ. The strict inequality follows since 
h > Xj) f E. 
Finally, let ,j be odd with x1 E N and assume G contains no Pj+k-l . If 
(x, ? x,) E E, then ( y1 , x& E E, 4 < I < j - 1, otherwise (yk ~ y,-, - . . . . yI 1 
x1-2 2 x2-3 ,a~-, Xl I x2 , xz+1 ,..., xJ is a Pj+k--l in Go Also (yl li xj-J E E, 
otherwise (yk , ylceI ,...) yl, xjel, xjs2 ,..., x1> is a P+k-l in 6. Since 
(Yl 7 xj-l) E Ev (X I , x2) E E and (x1 , xl) E E implies (yl ) xl-,) E E, 
4, ,< 1 < j - 1, we have d,(x,) < Zp( yl). 
LEMMA 2. Let ~1, ~2 E V, (~1 ,YJ E E, and $ = (~1 9 ~2 ,..-, xj>, a 
maximal path in G\{ y1 , yz>. For i = 1,2, let 6, = 1 zf there exists 
zi E G\({ y1 , yz> u P) such that (yi , zi) E E, and SC = 0 otherwise. Let 
6 = 1 + min(1, 6, + S,> and p, = 1 + [(a, -C 8,)/Z]. 
If j is even then at least one of the following occurs. 
(I> G separates with ( y1 , yz) and P in dyerent components, 
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(2) G contains a Pi+,+1 , 
(3) d(x3 + d(xJ d 8~4 + a(~,> and (xl , xj) E E. 
Furthermore, if(l) does not hold and G does not contain a Pifs , then the 
inequality of (3) becomes strict. 
If j is odd, then at least one of the following occurs. 
(1) G separates with ( y1 , yz} and P in d@Serent components, 
(2) G contains a Pj+u , 
(3) 44 + 4x+J < &yJ + J(yd and (xl , ql> E E. 
Proof. Let j be even, G = G N,M , y1 , xj E N, yz , x1 E M, and assume 
neither (1) nor (2) holds. If (x1 , xi) E E, then the vertices of P form a 
cycle C. Since (1) does not occur, there exists a path between the com- 
ponent containing { y1 , yz> and C. Hence G contains a Pj+,+l , a contra- 
diction. Thus (x1, xi) E E. Also if (x1, x1) E E, 2 < I < j, we have 
(Yl 9 xl-J E E. Otherwise ( yz , y1 , x1-1 , xzm2 ,..., x1 , xz , x~+~ ,..., xj) [respec- 
tively, (z2, y2, y1 , x2-l) xz-z ,..., xl, xz, XZ+~ ,..., +>I is a Pj+u+l in G for 
p = 1 [respectively, p = 21. Hence dp(xl) < a( yJ. But P a maximal path 
in G\{ yl, y2j and G containing no Pj+,+l imply dp(xl) = d(x,). Hence 
d(x,) \( a( yl). Similarly, d(xJ < a( yJ, so that (3) holds. 
Next, for j even, assume (1) does not hold and that G does not contain 
a pj+8 . We show that the inequality of (3) is strict. Applying Lemma 1 
with k = 6 + 1, we have d,(x,) = d(x,) < a,( yl). Also if (xj , xl) E E, 
1 < I < j - 1, then ( y2 , x~+~) E E. Otherwise (yl , y2 , xl+1 , xz+2 ,..., xj , 
XI-1 ,..., x1) is at least a Pj+6 in G. Then d,(x,) = d(xJ < a(~,) and 
44 + 46 -=c &Y,) + &Y,>. 
Finally, let j be odd, G = GN,M , y1 E M, and without loss of generality, 
x1, xi E N. Assume that (1) does not hold and G contains no Pj+W . It then 
follows that (xX, x5-3 E E; otherwise from the sets (x1 , x2 ,..., xi-3 and 
iv1 ,y2> (or {Y 1 , Y 2 , z1 , z2} when ,u = 2), and a path joining these sets, 
we get a Pj+W in G. Also, since G contains no Pitu , (y2 , y2), ( y2 , xj-J E il. 
If (xiel , xl) E E, 3 < 1 < j - 2, then ( yz , y,+d E i?; otherwise we get a 
Pj+, in G. Using this with the fact that (x1 , xi-J, (y, , xJ E .I?, we have 
dp(xjJ < a( yz). Finally, since G contains no Pj+p and (y2 , xj-J E E, 
dc\p(xj-1) < &lp( ~3. Also by Lemma 1, d(x,) = dp(xl) < ap( yl). Hence 
LEMMA 3. Let G be an (n + m - 1, n + m - 2) graph, n, m > 2. If 
(x, y) E E and G\(x, y> splits, then at least one of the following occurs. 
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(1) G contains a Pz, , 
(2) G contains a Pz,. , 
(3) G splits. 
ProoJ Let G = GNsM and x EN, y E M. Furthermore, assume 
G\(x, y} splits into the pair (G,,, , G,,J Assume neither (1) nor (2) holds. 
Since (1) does not hold, min(I A 1, / B 11, mini/ C 1, / D I> < n - 1, and 
since (2) does not hold, min{ j A 1, j D I}, min{j 3 /, I C I> ,< m - 1. 
Consider the case yz > m + 1. We cannot have both j A j < m - 1 
and j D j < m - 1; thus there is no loss of generality in assuming 
I <m-l. Thisimplies jB/ an-2, jC/ <m-l, and IAl 3 
Assume ! B / = n - 2. Then I D / = m - 1. Under these conditions, 
(y, a) E E for all a E A; otherwise G has a P,, . This implies (x, d) E E 
for all d E D; otherwise G contains a P,, . Therefore, since G contains no 
Pznz and G contains no Pzn , (x, b) E E for all 5 E B and (y, c) E E for all 
c E C. This implies that G splits. 
Assume ( B 1 > n - 1. Since G does not contain a Pz, , (x, b), (y, a) E ,&l 
forallaEAandbEB.If(x,d)E~or(y,c)EEforsomecECorsome 
d E D, then there exists a path in G containing 2 j D / + 2 j C j + 4 
vertices which involve C u D u (x} u (y} and some vertices of A and B. 
By assumption 2 / D j -j- 2 / C 1 + 4 < 2~2, and hence ) D I + / C j < 
m - 3. Therefore j A I + j B j > 2n + m - 2, a contradiction to 
min{/AI:lBl)<n-1. This implies (x,d)EEand (y,c)~Efor all 
d E D and c E C. Thus G splits. 
The case analysis for the remaining possibilities are similar and t 
are not included here. 
h?MMA 4. Let G be an (n + m - 1, n + m - 2) graph, rz, m >, 2, 
which splits. If G has no Pz,, and G no P,, ) then G = (Ki,,-I ) Kv,?71.--1$Y 
where 0 < D < min{n - 1, m - I>. 
ProojI For convenience, we assume n 3 m, since the argument is the 
same for m 3 rz. 
Suppose G = (Kq,T, K,,,),wherer>n-~~m-ll.Themq~n--l, 
otherwise G contains a P,, ; and p < m - 1, otherwise G contains a 
P 2m . Hence q + p ,( n + m - 2, a contradiction. If y1 - 
m - 1, then, since one of q or p is strictly larger than m - 1, G contains 
a P2, . Thusweassumer=n-lands=m-l.Nowifm<n,then 
0 < p < m - 1; otherwise G contains a PBrn . If n = m, the bounds on v 
give all possibilities. 
LEMMA 5. Let G = GN,M separate with ~~rnpo~e~ts GL,B and G>,D ~ 
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(1) Let I N j = n + m - 1, IA41 =n+m-2 (a, m 3 1, 
n+m > 3),andussumeB(P,,,P,J = (ifj- lji+j-l)fori,j 3 1 
and i + j < n + m. Then at least one of the following occurs. (i) G contains 
a P,, , (ii) G contains a Pz, , (iii) G splits. 
(2) Let/N] =n+m,IMl =n+m-l,n#m,andassumethat 
each (i + j, i + j - 1) graph contains a Pzi+l or its complement contains a 
Pzj . Then G contains a P2n+l or G contains a Pzlnfl . 
(3) Let / N 1 = 2n + 1, 1 M / = 2n - 1, and assume B(Pzi+, , P,J = 
(i+j,i+j-l)forO<j-1 <i,andi>l.ThenGorGcontainsa 
P 2n+1* 
(4) Let lNj=n+m--l=]MI (m-l >n>l)andassume 
B(P,,,P,J = (i+j- l,i+j- 1) for i,j > 1. Then G contains a 
P 2n+l or G a Pzfiz . 
Proof. Let the conditions in (1) be satisfied. Recall that G = 
G>,B u Gs,D with A, B, C, D all nonempty. Also, / A I + 1 C 1 = n + m - 1 
and 1 B j + / D / = n + m - 2. There is no loss of generality in assuming 
n > m and 1 A / > / C I. We will assume G contains no P,, and G contains 
no Pzm . Since all vertices in A (B) are adjacent in G to all vertices in D (C), 
min{I A /, j D I} < m - 1 and mm{] B 1, I C I> < m - 1. If 1 A 1, / C / ,< 
m-l, then jAi+lCI <n+m-1, acontradiction. Thus IDI < 
m-1andlB >n-1. 
If IB] <m-l, then n=m, and lDI=IBI=m-1. Since 
I A I > I C 1, and j A j > m, there exists a PzmMI in G with vertices in A 
and D. Therefore if there exists an edge in G with end vertices in A and B 
or C and D, G would contain a Pzm . Thus Gj4,B and G:,D are both complete 
and G splits. 
We can assume I B j > m. Hence I C I < m - 1 and j A I > n. If 
I B j < n, then j D I = m - 1, and thus there exists a Pz,-I in G with 
vertices in A and D. Thus just as in the previous case, G splits. Therefore 
we can assume ] B / > n. 
Since G(Pzn , Pzj)=(n+j-l,n+j-l)forj<m,thereexistsa 
path in Gj4,B containing 2(min{ I A I, j B I} - n + 1) vertices with one 
end vertex in A and the other in B. Since all edges between A and D 
(B and C) are in G, there exists a path in G containing 
2~minCIAl,lBI)-~+1)+2lCl+2l~l 
>2(n+m-2-n+l+l)32m 
vertices. This contradiction completes the proof of (1). 
The proofs of (2), (3), and (4) are very similar to the proof of (1) and 
thus are not included here. 
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Lmm4 6. Let P = (x1 , x2 ,.. ., x,J be a maximal path in 6. If the 
vertices of P do not form a cycle of length k and k is even, then 
d(q) + d(xd < k/2. 
Proof. We observe that the maximality of P in G restricts the adja- 
cencies of x1 , xk to vertices of P. Also, if (x1, xl) E ET 2 < I < k, 
(Xk > xzJ E E; otherwise (x1 , xz, xEil ,..., xk , xzel , X~-~ ,..‘> x1) is a cycle 
of length k in 6. Hence d(zrJ + d(x,) < k/2. 
LEMMA 7. If for a fixed y1 and m with YI, m 3 1, n + m >, 3, every 
(n f  m - I, n + m - 2) graph G is such that at least one of thefo~~owi~g 
OCCWS, 
(i) G contains a P,, , 
(ii) G contains a P,, , 
(iii) G splits, 
then B(P,, , P& = (n + m - I, n + m - 1). 
Prooj If n = 1 or m = 1, it is immediate that B(P,, Y P2,J = 
(n + m - I, n + m - 1). Therefore we can assume n, m 3 2. 
Let 6, be an (n +m-l,n+m-1) graph and let x be a fixed 
vertex of G, . By assumption, G,\(x) (and hence GI) contains a PSn or -- 
G,\(x) (and hence G,) contains a P,, , unless G,\(x) splits. Thus we can 
---- 
assume G,\(x) splits, G,\(x) contains no P,, , and G,\(x) contains no P,, o 
But by applying Lemma 4 we get that G, contains a I’,, or G, contains a 
P,, with end vertex x. 
Let Gz be an (n + m - 1, n + m - 2) graph which splits into the pair 
(Kn+m-l,n-i , I&m-I). Gz contains no P,, and G, contains no Pzzm e Hence 
B(PP2, ) Pz,> = (n + m - 1, IZ + m - I>. 
T~o~M 8. IfGisan(n+nz- l,n+m-22)graphwithn,m 3 1, 
n + m 3 3, then at least one of the following occurs. (i) G contains a P,, , 
(ii) G contains a P2,n , (iii) G splits. 
Proof: The proof will be by induction on the sum n + m. It can be 
checked directly that the result holds for y1 = m = 2 or Z either n = 1 
or m = 1. Thus let G be a (p + q - I, p + q - 2) graph, p, q >, 2, 
P+4 > 5 such that the result holds for all (n, m) graphs with n + m < 
P + q. By Lemma 7 and the fact that B(Pz y P.J = (I, a>, we have that 
w2, > P2,,) = (It + m - I, n + m - 1) for n + nz < p + q. We assume 
throughout the proof that G contains no P,, , and G no Pz,. Since 
G = K9i4--1,D,+4-2 contains a PzD , we may assume that there exists 
X, y E G such that (x, y) E E. Thus choose (x, y) E E such that d(x) + d(y) 
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is minimal. Consider G\(x, y>, which is a (p + q - 2,p + q - 3) = 
(p + (q - 1) - 1, p + (q - 1) - 2) graph. By assumption, if G\{x, y} 
contains no Pz, and G\(x, y> contains no Pz,-z , then G\(x, y> must split, 
i.e., G\(x, y} splits. But by Lemma 3, if G\(x, y} splits, since G contains no 
P 29, and G no Pz, , we have that G must split, completing the induction. -- 
Thus we assume that G\{x, y} contains a PzQmz and G contains no Pz, , i.e., 
that P = (x1, x2 ,..., xl), 2q - 2 < I < 2q - 1, is a path of maximal 
length in G\{x, y3. 
Applying Lemmas 2 and 5(l) we have, for 2 even, that (x1, x1) E E 
with &xl) + &) < d(x) + d(y); and for I odd, that (x1 , x1-3 E E 
with a(~,) + a(~,-,) < d(x) + d(y). Also, by the choice of P, x, is adjacent 
only to vertices of P in G and not to one of xI , xzP1 . Hence 2(x,) < 
[Z/2 - 11. Thus in either case (whether 1 is odd or even) there exists 
U, v E G\{x, y> such that (u, v) E E and a(u) + J(v) < d(x) + d(y) with 
d(u) < q - 2 = [Z/2 - 11. 
Next consider G\{u, v>, which is again a (p + q - 2, p + q - 3) = 
((p - 1) + q - 1, (p - 1 + q - 2)) graph. By the inductive assumption, -- 
if G\{u, V} contains no Pz,-z and G\(u, V> contains no Pg4 , then G\{u, V} 
splits. But as before, if G\(u, V> splits, Lemma 3 implies G splits. This 
completes the induction. Hence we assume that G\{u, a} contains a PzDFz 
and G contains no Pzz,. Let Q = ( yl, yz ,..., yJ, 2p - 2 < 1 < 2p - 1 
be a path of maximal length in G\{u, v}. Since a(u) < q - 2, G a 
(pfq-l,p+q-2)graphimpliesd(u)>(p+q-2)-(q-2)=p. 
But since G does not contain a Pz, , d(u) > p implies that there exists a 
w  E G\((u, v> u Q) such that (w, u) E E. We again apply Lemmas 2 and 5(l), 
this time obtaining, for I even, that ( y1 , yJ E E with d(y,) + d( yJ < 
a(u) + a(v); and for I odd, that ( y1 , y& E E with d( yl) + d(y& < 
a(u) + J(v). Thus in either case there exist r, s E G\{u, U} such that (r, s) E J!? 
and d(r) + d(s) < Z(U) + J(v) < d(x) + d(u), contradicting the choice of 
x and y. Thus one of the assumptions made is false and the induction is 
complete. 
Lemma 7 and Theorem 8, together with the trivial observation that 
B(P, , PJ = (1, l), give the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 9. For all n, m E Z+, B(P2, , Pz,) = (n + m - 1, n + m - 1). 
COROLLARY 10. Each (n + m, n + m - 1) graph G contains a Pz,+l or 
its complement G contains a Pz,. . 
Proo$ Let G be an (n + m, n + m - 1) graph. The result is clear 
when m = 1. If m > 1, then by Theorem 8, G contains a Pz,+z , G contains 
a p2,. , or G splits. Hence we may assume by Lemma 4 that G splits into 
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(K,,,, , .8&& where 0 < v < min(n, m - 11. Therefore 
I > y1 + m - min{n, m - l> = max{~, 12 + I>~ 
Thus K,,, , and hence G, contains a Pzn+l . 
COROLLARY 11. For n, m E Z+ and n 3 m - 1, B(P,,,, , P.& = 
(8 +- m, n + m - 1). 
ProoJ: The result follows from Corollary 10 by the exhibition of 
(M-m- I,n -+ m - 1) and {n + m, n + m - 2) graphs which contain 
no Ps%fl and whose complements contain no Bz, . To do this, consider 
the (n + m - 1, n + m - 1) graph GI which splits into the pair 
IKLn 3 Km-I,,+$ and the (n + m, n + m - 2) graph G, which splits into 
the pair (fG,+m,n-l , &.m-1>. 
THEXXEM 12. For all n f m in Zf, 
B(P2n+l , P3& = (n $ m, n + m - 1). 
ProoJ For convenience we can assume that IZ > m. We first exhibit 
(n+m-l,n+m-l)and(n+m,n+m-2)graphswhichcontain 
no P2n+l and whose complements contain no P2nz+l . The (n + m - I, 
n + m - 1) graph G, which splits into the pair (K,,, , Km-l,m-l), an 
(n + m, n + m - 2) graph 6, which splits into the pair (Knum,n-l , MO,,& 
are such examples. 
To complete the proof we need to show that each (E + m, n + m - 1) 
graph contains a P2n+l or its complement contains a Pzmdtl ~ Thus let G 
be an (E + m, pt f m - 1) graph. 
The proof will be by induction on y1 + m. It is clear for n = B or m = 1 I 
Therefore, take n, m > 1, and assume that each (i $ j, i + j - 1) graph 
contains a Pzicl or its complement contains a PSjil for i + j < n + m 
and i f j. By Corollary 10 we may assume that G contains a Pz,. and no 
P zrn+l . Let P = (x,x2 )...) xznz) be a maximal path in G. If P can be made 
into a cycle, then we are done, for this implies that G contains a P2m+1 or G 
separates. In the latter case Lemma 5{2) completes the result. Thus 
(x1 ) x,3 E E and by Lemma 6, a(~,) + 2(x& < m with &), &x2,) > I. 
Choose X, y E G such that a(x) + a(y) is minimal, with Z(x), J(y) > 1, and 
(x, y) E E. Note that a(x) + a(y) < m and Z!(x), J(y) < m - I* 
Next consider G\(x, y>, which is an (n + m - 1, n + m - 2) graph. 
By Corollary 10 this (n + m - 1, n + m - 2) graph contains a Pznez or its 
complement contains a Pamtl. Thus we assume that G\(x, y> contains a EDI : 
2n - 2 < I < Zn, and G contains no P2n+l . Let G = GA,B , and 
Q = (Yl 2 Y, ,a..9 yl), a maximal path in G\(x, y] with x, yr E A, y E B. 
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First take I = 2n - 2. Since a(~), a(y) < rn - 1, d(x), d(y) > 
(m + n - 1) - (m - 1) = y1 with at least one of d(x) or d(y) 2 
(n + m) - (m - 1) = n + 1. Without loss of generality, we can take 
d(y) > n + 1. Hence there exists a zl E G\(Q u {x}) with (q , y) E E. Then 
(x, yI) E E, for otherwise (xi , y, X, yE , yz-r ,..., yi) is a Pz,+l in G. Hence 
d(x) 2 n and (x, yl) E E implies there exists a z2 E G\{Q u { y]) such that 
(zg , x) E E. It now follows by Lemmas 2 and 5(2) that d(y,) + d(y,) < 
&4 + &y) < m, 4yd, 4~~) 2 1 and (Y,, uz> E E. 
Next take I = 2n - 1, so that yz E A. Just as in the previous case, 
d(x), d(y) > n. Also, (y, yi), (y, y,) E E, for otherwise Q u { y, x) would 
be a p,,+l . Hence there exists a z1 E A\(Q u (x]) such that (zi , y) E E. 
Also, (x, yz) E E, for otherwise (zl , y, X, yz ,..., yr) is a P2n+l in G. But 
d(x) 3 n also implies that there exists z2 E G\(Q u { y}) such that (z2, x) E E. 
Thus Lemmas 2 and 5(2) again apply. Hence d(y,) + d(yl-,) < 
&x> + d(u) < m, 4~,), 4yz-d > 1, and (vl, ~~-2 E E. 
Finally, take I = 2n. This time Lemmas 2 and 5(2) apply, immediately 
giving 4~~) + 4~~1 < 4x1 + $Y>, 4vl), 4~~1 b 1, and (~1, YZ) E IT. 
Hence in all cases we can at least assume that there exist U, ZI E G\{x, y], 
with (u, U) E E, such that d(u) + d(v) < a(x) + a(y) < m < n and d(u), 
d(v) > 1. 
We finally consider the (n + m - 1, n + m - 2) graph G\(u, v>. By 
the inductive assumption (since E > m), G\(u, U> contains a PBra+l or 
G\{u, v} contains a Pzm-l . Thus we assume that P = (x1 , x2 ,..., xl), -- 
2m - 1 < I < 2m, is a maximal path in G\{u, v}, and G contains no 
P 2m+1 . Since d(u) + d(v) < n, by arguments similar to those just used 
to get u and 0, we get that there exists w, z E G\(u, v}, (w, z) E E such that 
a(w) + Z(z) < d(u) + d(v) and a(w), a(z) > 1. But then a(w) + a(z) < 
d(u) + d(v) < a(x) + a(y) and a(w), Z(z) >, 1. This contradicts the choice 
of x and y, which completes the proof. 
THEOREM 13. Ebr yt E Z+, B(P2,+1 , Pzn+l) = (2~2 + 1,2n - 1). 
ProoJ Consider the (2n,2n - 1) graph G, , which splits into the pair 
Wn,, > Km,+& and the (27~ + 1,2n - 2) graph Gz , which splits into the 
pair (K2n+l,n--l , Ko,&. None of G1 , Gz , G1 , G, contains a Pntl . 
We complete the proof by showing that each (2n + 1,2n - 1) graph G 
or its complements G contain a Pan+l . 
Surely each (3, 1) graph or its complement contains a P3, so that the 
result holds for n = 1. Hence let n > 1 and let G be a (2n + 1, 2n - 1) 
graph. By Corollary 10, taking n = m, we have that G contains a Pzn+l 
or G contains a P,, . Thus we assume that G contains a Pzn and no P2n+l . 
Let P = (xl , xz ,..., x& be a maximal path in G. If the vertices of P can 
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be made into a cycle in C, then G contains a Pin+l or G separates. In the 
latter case Lemma 5(3) shows G or G contains a Pat+% . Nence we assume 
that the maximal path P cannot be made into a cycle. Thus (x1 , xZn) E E 
and by Lemma 6, 2(x,) + a(xx,,) < y1 and a(q), 2(x271) > 1. Choose 
X, y E G such that a(x) + a(y) is minimal, with a(x), Z(y) > 1 an 
(x, y) E E. Note that a(x) + a(y) < n, and a(~), a(y) 3 1 implies 
J(x), d(y) < II - 1. 
Consider G\(x, y>. Since by Theorem 12, 
&P2n-1 , P2,+d = On - 1,232 - 21; 
the proof is complete unless G\(x, y> contains a Pz,n-l and G contains no 
P 2wtl * Thus let Q = (y, , yz ,..., yJ, 2n - 1 < I < 2n, be a maximal 
path in G\(x, y}. Let G = GA,B, with x: y1 E A and y E B. 
First take 1 = 2n - 1. Since 
J(Y) < n - 1, d(y) 3 (2n - 1) - (n - 1) = 72. 
Also (y, yl), (y, yz) E E, for otherwise G contains a Pz,+l ~ But then there 
exists zI E A\(Q w  (xl) such that (z, , y) E E. Also (x, yz) E E, for otherwise 
GI , Y, x3 y2 ,..., YJ is a PBntl in G. But a(x) < FZ - 1 implies d(x) 3 M. 
Thus (recall that (x, yJ E E), there exists a z2 E A\<(Q\( y]) such that 
(z2 , x) E E. Applying Lemmas 2 and 5(3) we can assume that 
4yJ + 4~14 < &x> + J(Y), 4~,), ~YZ-,I 2 1, axi (~1 i YL--1) E B. 
Next take I = 2n. Then Lemmas 2 and 5(3) apply immediately, giving 
4vd + 4~~) < G> + &Y), 4yd3 4~~) > 1 and Ivl, YJ E E. 
Rence in both cases we can assume that there exist u, u E G\{x, y} such 
that d(u) + d(u) < a(x) + a(y), d(u), d(u) 3 1, and (u, v) E E. 
Next we consider G\(u, v}. Since by Theorem 12 B(P,,+, , P2A+) = 
(2~. - 1,2n - 2) we can, by an argument similar to the one just given, 
deduce that the result follows or that there exist W, z E G\(u, v} such that 
a(w) + d(z) < d(u) f d(v), d(w), d(z) > 1 and (x, z) E E. But then 
a(w) + a(z) < Z(X) + a(y), contradicting the choice of x and y. This 
completes the proof. 
TNEQREM 14. For m - 1 > n in Z+, 
HP,n+, 2 P2,) = (n + m - 1: n f m - I). 
ProoJ: First observe that the (n + m - 1, n + ypz - 2) graph G splits 
into the pair (K,+,-l,,-r KO,m-l), contains no Psn+l , and its complement 
G contains no P2m .
To complete the proof we will show that for lcivt - 1 > ?I each 
(n + m - 1, n + m - 1) graph contains a P2n+l or its complement 
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contains a Pznz . The result is easy to check for n = 1, so we assume 
throughout that IZ > 1. Let G be an (n + m - 1, n + m - 1) graph. 
Since B(P2% , Pz,) = (n + m - 1, y1 + m - 1) by Corollary 9, the 
theorem follows unless G contains a P,, and no P2n+l . Assume that this 
is the case and let P = (xl , xz ,..., x23 be a maximal path in G. Now we 
may assume that the vertices of P do not form a cycle in G, for otherwise G 
contains a Pz,+l or G separates. If the latter occurs, Lemma 5(4) completes 
the proof. Thus by Lemma 6, d(x,) + d(x& < II. Hence one of d(x,) or 
d(x& must be less than or equal to n/2. We may assume d(x,) < n/2. 
Choose x E G such that d(x) is minimal. Note that d(x) < n/2. 
By Theorem 12, B(P,,+, , Pzm-3 = (n + m - 1, n + nz - 2) since 
n # m - 1. Thus since G\(x) is an (n + m - 1, y1 + m - 2) graph, -- -- 
G\{x} contains a P2n+l or G\(x) a Pzmpl. Hence we assume G\(x) contains a 
PzmF1 and G no Pzm . Let Q = (yr , yz ,..., yz+r) be a maximal path in -- 
G\W. 
There are two cases to consider. 
Case I. G = GA,B with x, y1 , yznz-l E A. 
Since d(x) < n/2 and ) B / = n + m - 1, we have 
d(x) > (n + m - 1) - n/2 = n/2 + (m - 1) > m - 1. 
Thus there exists a y E B\Q with (y, X) E i?. Applying Lemma 1 with 
k = 2, we get that G contains a P,, or &(y,) < do(x). We thus assume - - 
a,( yl) < d,(x). Since Q is maximal in G\(x), d,( yl) = a( yJ. Therefore 
a(~,> e d,(x) < 4x). 
Case II. G = G,,, with x E A and y1 , yzrnwl E 3. 
Again d(x) < n/2 implies a(x) > m - 1. Also, we may assume that 
(x, yJ, (x, yzmP1) E E, for otherwise we get a Pz,. in G. Therefore there 
exists y E B\Q with (y, x) E E. Thus Lemma 1 implies that G contains a 
P 2m+l or &YJ = UYJ < AAX). 
No matter which case occurs, we may at least assume that there exists a 
u E G\(x) such that a(u) < d(x). 
Next consider the (n + m - 1, n + m - 2) graph G\(u). Since n, m 3 2, 
Theorem 8 implies G\(u) contains a P,, , G\(u) contains a Pzm. , or G\(u) 
splits. 
First suppose that G\(u) contains no P2n, G\(u) contains no Pzrn , and 
G\(U) splits. By applying Lemma 4 we get that G\(u) splits into 
(Kt,,-l , Kn,nz-l), where 0 < v < n - 1 and t = (m + n - 1) - v > m 
(since m - 1 > n). Looking at the possible adjacencies of u with vertices of 
G\(u), we see that under the conditions just given G contains a P2n+l or G 
a P9,, a contradiction. Thus we assume that G\(u) contains a Pan and no 
P 2n+1- 
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Let R = (zl , z2 ,..., zlln) be a maximal path in G\(u) and G = GA,B 
with u E A, z, E B. But a(u) < d(x) < n/2, so that 
d(u) > (n + 112 - 1) - 3212 > (m - I) + n,/2 > n. 
Hence there exists a w  E B\R such that (w, u> E E. Thus Lemmas 1 and S(4) 
complete the proof unless dR(z,) < a,(u). Hence we assume d,(z,) < a,(u). 
The maximality of R in G\(u) implies &?(zl) = &(zI), so that d(z,) < 
a,(u) < i?(u). 
Thus c&z,) < a(u) < d(x), a contradiction to the choice of X. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Another proof of some of these results, appear in an article entitled 
“‘Ramsey type problems for paths by A. Dy&rfis and 3. Eehel in Periodica 
~~~~e~~~ica Hungarica 3 (1973), 299-304. 
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